The exceptional
agent’s guide to…

Property
Marketing

Properties that are well presented on Rightmove attract more interest and
generate more leads. That should mean more offers for you vendor or
landlord and more chance of a successful sale or let.
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What does
it take to be
Exceptional?
For the 2019 Best Estate Agent Guide, we looked
at over a million property listings from over 20,000
sales and lettings branches to see what the very
best agents do.
The top 5% of agents are then listed in the Guide
as “Exceptional”.
When it comes to property marketing, an exceptional agent:
• Gets at least 34% more detail views of each of their Rightmove listings than
their competitors.
• Generates at least 46% more email leads per property than their competitors.
• Has at least 5 photos on every Rightmove listing 100% of the time. In fact,
18% of agents do this – not just the top 5%.
• Has a floorplan on every Rightmove listing from the moment it goes live.
Again, this applies to more than just the top 5% of agents – with 10% of agents
always having a floorplan in sales.
This guide is designed to help your branch make steps towards becoming
exceptional at marketing properties on Rightmove. Or if you’re already
exceptional, how to stay on top.
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How well are your
properties presented?
The amount of detail views you get per property on Rightmove is a good indicator
of how well you’re marketing your properties. The more people who visit a property’s
page, the more likely you are to get an enquiry and an opportunity to speak to a
potential applicant, vendor or landlord.

How to measure detail views
It’s easy to see how much interest each of your properties is getting on Rightmove.
Simply log in to Rightmove Plus and go to the Property Performance report. You’ll see
how many detail views a listing has had, per day, over the time period you select. It
also shows useful comparisons to previous weeks and to similar listings.
Similar listings means those properties most likely to appear alongside your property
in a search on Rightmove. If a property is getting more detail views than similar
listings, that’s a good sign it is well presented.
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Quickly spot opportunities to increase your views
The Health column gives you a quick indicator of properties that might be in need of
a refresh. You’ll see an orange exclamation mark next to one of the icons if the listing:
• Has less than 5 photos
• Doesn’t have a floorplan
• Has gone more than 14 days without any update
Addressing those things should give an immediate boost to that property’s
detail views.
Even small changes like swapping the
lead photo or changing the words in
the description can have a big impact.
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5 ways to boost your detail views…and your leads

#1: Photos
A property’s photos are the first thing you’ll be judged on – by buyers, tenants,
vendors and landlords. They’re the number one thing you need to get right.
Here’s how.

Nail the basics, every time
• Never list a property without photos. Your first two weeks are when a new
listing will get the most interest, as it is fresh to market and will be sent out in
Rightmove’s instant alert emails. By launching without photos, you’re missing
your biggest opportunity to get viewings booked straight away.
• Launch your property with at least 5 photos, to give searchers a flavour for every
room and feature of the property.
• Take exterior photos on a clear, bright day.
• Make sure interior photos are clutter-free and capture the brightness and size of
rooms.
• Upload photos at the correct size. Don’t upload photos smaller than 1024px
wide by 683px high (as they’ll look blurry), or in portrait format.
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#1: Photos

Lead with your best image
Your property is competing with up to
24 others on a Rightmove search results
page. Over 60% of traffic is on a mobile,
where users will only see your first
photo. Use that photo to showcase your
property’s best feature.
Quick tip: Do a quick Rightmove
search on your mobile – does your
property really stand out?

Keep it fresh
The most active home hunters use
Rightmove multiple times a day, so we
recommend changing your first photo at
least every 2 weeks for another chance to
grab the attention of regular searchers.
If you’ve gone longer than 14 days without
updating a listing, this is highlighted in your
Property Performance Report.

Stand out with Featured
Property and Premium
Listing
These products let you show off more
photos on a search results page, giving
you more chance to attract attention.
On average, a Featured Property
generates twice as many detail views
as similar listings and a Premium
Listing gets 20% more views.
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5 ways to boost your detail views…and your leads

#2: Floorplans
Buyers and tenants expect to see floorplans. They help them to visualise the
space and to rule a property in or out. But if you’re overrun with applicants, you
might think “why bother?”
Remember that it’s not just applicants looking at your Rightmove listings. Vendors
and landlords will judge your ability to market their own property on the quality of
your listings. 82% of vendors think a floorplan is essential or very useful when
selling their home, along with 62% of landlords1.
That’s why exceptional agents never risk uploading a Rightmove listing without a
floorplan.

Source: 1Property Academy Home Moving Trends Survey, 2018.
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#2: Floorplans

Floorplans don’t need to be anything fancy, but you should bear in mind a few things.

Load floorplans separately from your property images
If you upload a floorplan as an image, it won’t appear in the floorplan tab and the
search results won’t show that the listing includes a floorplan. This might put some
people off from viewing your listing.

Measure up
Include all room dimensions and the total size of the property to help applicants
visualise the space.

Make sure it’s big enough
The optimal size for a floorplan on Rightmove is 900px x 900px.
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5 ways to boost your detail views…and your leads

#3: Summary
Description

After your photos, searchers will next look at how you’ve described a property
when deciding whether to view more information. Use those 300 characters to
capture attention quickly and entice someone to click, by following these top tips.

Keep it short and sweet
Your summary text is all about convincing applicants to have a closer look at the property
details. Every word counts, so make it punchy and cut out all unnecessary words.

Don’t duplicate
Don’t repeat text that already appears on the search results page, like the number
of bedrooms or the type of property. You’ll just be wasting space.

What makes it unique?
What is the stand-out feature of
this property? Think about the
person most likely to be attracted
to that property – and talk about what
would be the biggest draw for them.

Use CAPITALS (but
sparingly)
Use capital letters to make key
features stand out. But only use
this two or three times to make
maximum impact.
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#3: Summary Description

Best practice for summary descriptions
Let’s look at two examples.

Example 1 - an average summary description
3 bedroom house for sale

Kings Street, Walton-On-Thames

We are pleased to offer this attractive extended three bedroom
semi-detached home, situated in the popular Rydens area, being
within a short distance of both Walton and Hersham mainline
stations. The accommodation briefly...

This description contains a lot of duplication and wasted words. The only new
information an applicant would find out is that it’s close to two stations and that it’s a
semi. Searchers already know the number of bedrooms and location, so everything
else is not making best use of the space.

Example 2 - an exceptional summary description
3 bedroom semi-detached house for sale
York Gardens, TADWORTH, Surrey

NO CHAIN | Semi Detached | Three bedroom | Scope to Extend
STPP | Two Reception Rooms | Conservatory Off Street Parking
| Private garden | Garage | Easy Access to Kingswood Mainline
station | EPC - D...

In this example, the agent has used the summary text to outline nine extra bits
of information to the applicant. More than enough to grab someone’s attention.
Making the most of these 300 characters can go a long way to getting more enquiries
into your business.
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5 ways to boost your detail views…and your leads

#4: Property
Description

If you’ve convinced someone to view your property’s detail page with great photos
and summary text, your next step is enticing them to call or email you. This is
where your property description comes in.
Exceptional agents make best use of their property description by following the
advice below.

Summarise the main selling points
Make use of the 10 “key features” bullet
points at the top to get across your key
messages in a few seconds, saving
someone from reading the full
description if they don’t have time.
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#4: Property Description

Keep it local
You know your area best, so use this space to highlight what makes it a great place to
live. Mention schools, transport links and the highlights of the surrounding area.

Motivate movers
Mention incentives like “reduced rent over summer” or “Help to Buy” that could act as
a clincher for someone deciding to get in touch.

Get descriptive
You now have an applicant’s full attention, so it’s time to go into detail on why they
can’t afford to miss viewing this property. Now that you have the luxury of more
space, use it to talk about features in more detail – e.g. “open plan living, suited to
families” or “south-facing garden”.
When someone chooses to prioritise their search by using certain keywords, it’s
these kind of features that applicants search for most. Your listing will then appear
at the top of the search results if someone chooses to prioritise
properties with those keywords - gettng you in front of
more home movers.
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5 ways to boost your detail views…and your leads

#5: Price
Exceptional property presentation is incredibly important for generating
maximum interest for your vendor or landlord. But it’s not the only factor.
If you’re convinced that your property presentation is spot on but a property is still
not getting more detail views than similar listings, it might be time to look at the price.
Your property could be getting less views because it simply has fewer bedrooms or is
in a less desirable street than similarly priced properties.
The Marketing Report in Rightmove Plus can help you have tricky price conversations
with vendors and landlords. It plots the detail views a listing has had over time, and
shows how these compare to similar properties. You access the Marketing Report for
an individual property via the Property Performance Report.

Click to view this property’s
Marketing Report

If you’re continually getting less views than similar properties and have tried all the
tips above, the property could be overpriced.
By reducing the price within 40 days of it being on Rightmove, you stand the best
chance of being the agent that ends up selling the property.
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#5: Price

The Marketing Report in action

4 Detail views now consistently
well above similar listings. More
demand means much more
chance of a sale.

3 Price changed

1 Property is getting
less detail views than
similar listings

2 Property is
made Featured
Property

Find out more about the Marketing Report by visiting:
hub.rightmove.co.uk/marketing-report
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Create The
Ultimate Listing,
every time
We run a regular 45 minute live training session for
agents on how to create great Rightmove listings.
It goes into more detail on the points mentioned
here and is ideal for new members of staff or
experienced employees in need of a refresher.
Encourage your team to sign up for the next
Ultimate Listing webinar at:

